Formative Assessment
Available Tools
- Buddy Journal
- Checklist
- CLB Can Do Checklist
- Comment Chart
- Journal
- Learning Log
- Peer Assessment
- Performance Sample
- Quiz
- Rubric
- Scale
- Score/Record Sheet
- Self-Assessment
- Survey
Methods

- Observation
- Written Comment
- Verbal Comment
- Anecdotal record/note
What to assess?

Consider...
- Skill area
- Key components of the task
- CLB competency
- Whole class or
- Individual student?
Multiple Tools…

Determine:
Which tool will best suit your needs for the:
Level
Task
Your time
Implementation
FA Toolkit

- www.elsanet.org
- Resources
- For Teachers
- ELSA Assessment
- Tools for CLB 7 & 8 and Student Tools coming soon!

Formative Assessment Toolkit:
for ELSA levels Literacy to 5
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Materials
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Resources
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